Abstract. We consider an elliptic difference operator together with certain boundary difference operators near a plane portion of the boundary parallel to some coordinate direction.
where lli/ll^,^ = maX|a|<rj] ll-DaHllu, and analogously for lll"llljr.
Now let « be a positive parameter and introduce the set of mesh points Edn+ ' = {x = (z0h, ' • ' , zdh): z, integers}. We denote by £2^ the mesh points in £2. with constant coefficients and a finite number of terms. The purpose of this paper is to prove discrete analogues of the Schauder estimates (0.2) and similar estimates in discrete L norms (X < p <°°) for the problem (0.3) under the assumption that An and the Bk n satisfy conditions which are analogous to the conditions in the continuous case. Such estimates can then be used to prove results about convergence up to the plane boundary T of difference quotients of solutions un of (0.3) to derivatives of solutions u of (0.1) when it is known that un converges to u in the maximum norm or in a discrete L norm as h tends to 0.
Note that we assume that the number of boundary conditions in the difference approximation (0.3) is exactly m. This means that we do not consider very accurate difference operators An involving many mesh points and requiring extra boundary conditions. Discrete Schauder and L estimates for such more general problems can be found in [8] from which the material of this paper is taken.
The basic work is concerned with the discrete problem Ahu = / on {xn>mh}, (0. 4) h °B k,hu =8k on i*o = °) for k = I,--• ,m,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in the half space Hh = {x E £^+1 : x0 > 0} in the case h = 1. In Section 1, we give a definition of an elliptic discrete boundary problem in a half space which is modelled after the corresponding definition in the continuous case. If (0.4) is elliptic in this sense and u is a solution of (0.4) such that u(x) is sufficiently small for \x\ large, then, as shown in Section 3 one can construct a representation formula expressing difference quotients 9"u of u for \a\>2m in terms of Anu and Bk nu(0, ' ) = gk, k = 1, • • • , m. Let us describe this construction in some detail and, for simplicity, let us then assume that Anu = 0. The general case is handled by using a discrete fundamental solution corresponding to An. We introduce a discrete Fourier transform defined by Fü(|') = Í(|')= £ u(x'>-i<íV>, ü'eEd,
x'eEd where ^x^Ed \u(x')\< °°. For w G LAß1), where Ôd = {£' ££"*: Ifyl < ff}, we also introduce an inverse Fourier transform, F_1W = w(x') = (277)"" f vv(£V'<£V> <#, *' C Ed. JQ We recall that, if w G i^ô^), then (wv)v can be written as a convolution (wu )"(*') = w * v(x') = £ w(x'-y')v(y'). In Section 4, we prove some basic estimates for convolution transforms of the form (0.5) taking functions defined on Ed into functions defined on Hy. We then use some discrete Besov spaces equipped with seminorms analogous to the seminorms for the homogeneous Besov spaces given in Peetre [11] . In Section 2, we prove estimates for the Mk which allow us to apply the results of Section 4 to the representation (0.5)
to prove discrete Schauder and L estimates in the case of a half space.
The discrete Schauder estimates are proved in Section 5 where we also give complete analogues of the continuous estimates (0.2), the proofs of which are based on a weighted norm technique. The discrete L estimates are given in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7,
we prove results about convergence of difference quotients and we also give some examples.
The results of this paper are related to earlier results by Bondesson [3] and Thome'e and Westergren [15] , who obtained interior discrete L estimates, and to results by
Thome'e [14] who proved interior Schauder estimates. L2 estimates near plane portions of the boundary for certain difference operators approximating second order differential operators under Dirichlet boundary conditions were derived by Thome'e [14] , and
Grigorieff [6] proved similar estimates for certain difference operators under general boundary conditions. For some results in the case when the boundary plane is not parallel to the grid, see Schaeffer [12] .
Let us also remark that the results can be extended to the case of smoothly varying coefficients and operators with lower order terms.
I want to thank Professor Vidar Thome'e for suggesting the problem treated in this paper and for his encouragement and criticism during its preparation. I also want to thank Professor Jöran Friberg for critically reading an early version of the manuscript.
1. The Discrete Boundary Problem. Preliminaries. We recall the definition of an elliptic boundary problem in the special case of a half space and differential operators with constant coefficients and no lower order terms (cf. [1] , [2] , [9] for example). We now turn to the formulation of a discrete analogue of the boundary problem (1.1). For complex-valued mesh functions we introduce the translation operator T% defined by T¡¡u( We now give our definition of an elliptic discrete boundary problem in a half space. Heve,È" = E"\E!¡n for n =d,d+ I. Throughout this paper, C and c will denote large and small positive constants, respectively, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. i¿>a'«')i< cB.irr*-laí|
Estimates for a Boundary
To estimate the modulus of det(ftfei(£')) from below, we recall the complemen- by combination of (2.7) and (2.9).
We now can give:
Proof of Lemma 1.1. Let A' be a disc such that Ä C A' C Ä' C {Re r < 0}, where Finally, to see that (ii) is satisfied, it is sufficient to make the additional observation that if xQ >y0 and 11 + r| < 1, then
This completes the proof. The following uniqueness lemma will be needed. We shall further need the discrete fundamental solution corresponding to the difference operator An which was given in [13] . We collect some results from [13] . Since gfc has finite support, it follows that gkjGll(El). Thus, «a is well defined if la I = S and it is clear that we have formally, bau = bav + ha. Since IIWj *u2\\lE <^1\\^E ll«2"i,/j , this completes the verification.
Finally, to prove that ba(u -v -h) = 0 if lal = S, we note that, since M^(x0, ■ ) G l2(Ex) and gkj G l^EJ, we have bah(x0, ■ ) G l2(Ex), so that, by We start with the Holder case. We shall then rely on the following four results. and let #, and d2 be any numbers such that 0 < i?j < i?2 < 1. Assume that there is a constant C such that, for u G lx(Ex), /= 1,2, \a*u\\E <C*'ImI &_. 1 h ' Then, if tij < i? < d2, there is a constant C, independent of C such that for u lia *«y_ <C,C*I«I 9.
The continuous versions of these two results are well known (cf. [10] , [11] ). The proofs in the discrete cases are essentially the same.
We say that a function is 2?r-periodic if it is periodic with period 2tt in each variable. Then there is a constant C such that k*"h,E =Kiïka)"\\x,El<CCk2~kX for kGN In the proof of inequality A, we shall also refer to the following lemma.
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77ze«, for any p with 1 < p < °°, there is a constant Cj such that for u G I (Ef), Ú*uip>Hl<C.\u\bí_llp.
Proof. Since l^Ef) is dense in 1(E1 ), it is sufficient to prove the inequality for u G /,(£",). We shall use basic interpolation theory arguments and introduce (cf. [10] , [11] ),
where u, w, and u0 belong to /^(¿Tj). We note that Below we will use the following simple consequence of (4.4):
We will also need the following inequality:
This follows easily if we observe that by Proposition 4.3,
Here ip_l =0. We can now prove the lemma. Using (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6), we find
with obvious notations. We clearly have lF(/)l<2"l/lmin(1~1/p'1/í') for jGZ = E¡.
Extending G to Z by setting G(k) = 0 if 7c < 0, we therefore obtain C\lA1uK-2m,H1>m + Zí lBk,A^-)\s-mk,ET ogether, (5.2) and (5.4) prove the theorem. Using a weighted norm technique following the arguments in [13] , where interior estimates were proved, it is now possible to prove the following discrete analogue of the continuous Schauder estimates given in Proposition 1.1. We omit the proof (see [8] for details). Here, for /, k nonnegative integers, 0 < 9 < 1, iuK+e,ah = ™*luli,nn + ImI*+o,íV For two equivalent definitions of the seminorm I • | ri for s positive, see [1] s,p,E and [2] . In the discrete analogue of (6.1), we will use the discrete Besov seminorms I • I s introduced in Section 2; for u G lp(En), 0 < s < 1, l<p<°° and « > 0, The following result of trace type will be refered to (cf. [11] ). A proof can be found in [8] .
Proposition 6.1. For any p with 1 < p < °°, there is a constant C such that, if \u\l H < °° and u(x) = 0(\x\~d) as \x\-* °°, then l"(°'-)ll-l/p,P,£h<Cl"ll,P,Hft-
We can now prove discrete L estimates for functions with finite support. The theorem now foüows from (6.4) and (6.6).
Using again a weighted norm technique (cf. [3] , [15] ), it is possible to prove a localized version of Theorem 6.1 similar to Theorem 5.2 for arbitrary mesh functions.
See [8] for details. where Mh is a difference operator consistent with the identity operator and with respect to the examples given below, we assume that Gk n(f gk) = gk + Ckh kfi Ck constant. In this-section, we shall apply the results of Sections 5 and 6 to examine convergence in the maximum norm near the plane boundary portion T of difference quotients of uh to the derivatives of u when it is known that un converges to u in the maximum norm or in a discrete L norm as h tends to zero. Below we follow the arguments employed by Thome'e and Westergren [15] in the case of interior estimates.
We say that (7.2) approximates (7.1) with order of accuracy N, if for any smooth function v and xGEd+1, Anv(x) -MhAv(x) = 0(hN) as h -> 0,
It is clear by Taylor's expansion that (7.3) implies that, for any noninteger s > 0, £2" CC £2'
iAH» -MhAv\.¡alm <ChN\\\v\\\2m+s+N^, lBk,h" -Gk,rt(Av, Bkv)\sJ,"<ChN\\\v\\\mk+s+N^, for h < h0, where T" = 9£2" n {xQ = 0}. We have the following convergence results. Theorem 7.1. Let (7.2) approximate (7.1) with order of accuracy N and assume that u is a solution of (7.1) and that un is a solution of (7.2). Let Qn be a difference operator approximating the differential operator Q of order n with The proof of (ii) which we omit is based on a localized version of Theorem 6.1.
A discrete Sobolev inequality is used to pass from the discrete L estimates to the maximum norm estimates (cf. [8] ).
We now exemplify the application of Theorem 7.1 on some special difference approximations for which estimates of II u -uh II n ■ are known as « tends to 0.
We define bf =«-'(/-T~ei).
Example 7.1. There are many results in the literature (cf. [5] ) for difference approximations of the Dirichlet problem in a plane domain £2, ( 7 5~\ Au = f in £2, u = g on 9 £2, which near F reduce to the following difference approximation:
Ahuh =Mhf for xo>h' (7'6) Blnuh=uh =g for x0 = 0.
Here, either An is the five point operator AJ^ = 9Q90 + 9^ and Mn= I so that (7.6) approximates (7.5) with order of accuracy 2, or An is the nine point "box We now check that (7.6) defines a discrete elliptic boundary problem. First, Ah is elliptic in either case and by Remark 1.2 the root condition is then satisfied. Second, since here blL->(T) = b\ ^(t) = 1, the complementary condition is also satisfied. If Q is an arbitrary differential operator and Qn approximates Q with order of accuracy 2, we may therefore conclude from Theorem 7.1 that II Tt(Qu -Qhuh)\\nh = 0(h2) as « -► 0, if An = AJ,5\ and make an analogous statement if An = A^9\ Example 7.2. Bramble and Hubbard [4] have studied a difference approximation of the Neumann problem in a plane domain £2 (7.7) Au=f in £2, bu/bn = g on 9£2,
u suitably normalized, which has the following form near T:
A("5)w" =/ for x0>h, (7.8) *l,n«h ^O^1'-1' + KTVM -I)un =g-\f for x0 = 0.
It was proved in [4] that if the boundary 9£2 is sufficiently smooth the difference equations can be set up in the rest of the region so that (7.9) \\u-uh\\n = 0(«2llog«l) as A -► 0. Now, (7.8) approximates (7.7) with order of accuracy 2. Further, in this case we have (1 + T)a¡: (t) = r2 -2(1 + t)(1 -cos ^) and bx% (r) = r cos |t -(1 -cos £j) so that b\,ï^T) -ôio(U = T\l cos Si -(1 -cos tj), where TÎ = 1 -cos g. -v7(l -cos ?j)2 + 2(1 -cos Ht).
? 1 ' It is an elementary task to show that ¿>10(£.) < 0 for £t GF1. We may thus apply Theorem 7.1 to prove that the rate of convergence in (7.9) holds also for difference quotients. Since 11 + TÏ l< 1 for £j GF1, k = 1, 2, the complementary condition is fulfilled and Theorem 7.1 applies.
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